




QUOTABLES (from Unattributable Notables)

Let's call our topic "ARTIST AS CRIMINAL ; ARTS ADMINISTRATORS AS
D .A ./PUBLIC DEFENDER" . It's got controversy and glamor .

"THE ARTIST AS CRIMINAL" will not be mainstreamed ; "the arts funder as
public defender" must defend the new and unpopular . . .

Yes, art preceded NEA

Professional artists must outgrow contempt for amateurs, and maintain
the love that is the mark of the true amateur in their work . And
while they're at it, professional artists should outgrow their
contempt for majority art .

I'm in a minority --- I'm an elitist. .
I'm anti-elitist -- that means I have to accept you, right?

Great art has always been created on demand -- Sistine Chapel .
Hey, Mozart! I need some great music for dinner .

Cant't we get one specific issue we could all support?
How about health care for artists .
Can we all support health care for artists?

Business is business in business --- they play for keeps . They won't
deal with the "morality" of arts administrators .

It's easier to defend the guy who did it --- he knows all the
details . Artists do it .

I hope what happened to doctors when the system changed from county
medical boards doesn't happen to artists . In those days, to study
anatomy, doctors would turn graverobbers in order to find out the
truth .

Artists love grantsmanship, it's creative . But let's admit it -
I'll match this grant with this other grant (which is really my own
money) and also with these resources (I own a camera) --- it's all a
fake .

True creativity in arts administration is spending money you don't
have (as exemplified by Mary MacArthur) .

"He who takes Uncle Sam's goad sells his soul to the devil ."
- Nathaniel Hawthorne

Not "What is art?" But "What was art?"

Pleasure, escape, social information, ecstasy .

"Imaginary" needs? What's so imaginary?

Bob Holman
Poet and Performance Artist
New York, New York



In reaction to too many radical and unproven proposals for revision
and adjustment of our national cultural policies, I would like to
suggest some options which are more in line with the established
fiscal policies of the current administration .(1)

I . Eliminate the erratic and inequitable program of individual
fellowships, to be replaced by enlistment in a national art corps .
Rate of pay and advancement are to follow that. of commissioned
officers in the military service(2), including benefits, leave,
R & R, retirement, hospitalization, rotation to foreign duty at
government expense, and free burial in a national cemetery .
Funding for this program is to come from the budget for military
bands(3) .

(Ia . Cost of materials, tools, and furniture for artists
and arts organizations to be reimbursed at the rates established by
the Pentagon for procurement of these same items from the defense
industry, e .g . toilet seats, $640 ; screwdrivers, $265 ; claw
hammers, $435 ; plain round nuts, $2034 each .)

II . The art market is often criticized for elitism, inflexibility,
centralization, narrow range of taste, and domination by fashion
trends . The only real problem is that the market is overwhelmed
by the glut of work produced by millions of eager artists . Based
upon standard policy established by the department of agriculture,
artists will be paid not to produce art(4) .

III . Patterned after a White House proposal for divestment of the
FHA, the US government should sell the National Endowment for the
Arts into private ownership as a public corporation . Every
professional, amateur, and popular artist would own a piece of the
rock for $10 a share . This move would conflate the problematic
divisions of public/private, artist/patron, administration/
constituent into congruent entities . In mythic embodiment of the
artist's dream, we would literally be, working for ourselves(5) .

IV . Eliminate the word "Excellence" from our lexicon forever . We
don't need the marble pedestals, satin cushions, velvet ropes,
gold frames, ivory towers, crystal palaces and armies of palace
guards required by its enforcement(6) .

L . These are offered as provocative reflections of our contemporary
social and cultural priorities .

2 . Artists are "commissioned", too .
3 . This is sort of an extended form of artist-in-residence, or

rather, seeing the whole country as an artist: colony . This seems
to be a more appropriate form of colonialism than our government
is currently exporting (and probably cheaper, too) .

4 . If these two propositions cover problems of individual support
and the marketplace, then we can really concentrate on the
functions, services, resources, and answerability of our major
cultural institutions . Thus proposition III .

5 . A similar offer was recently made by the ACLU toward purchase
of the Justice Department . They were told it had already been
sold .

6 . 'Nuff said .

Jim Pomeroy
General Practitioner
San Francisco
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